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1 Set-up

We have a dataset of n = 20 observations. We assume the following model for the data yi = θ + (σ/
√

3)εi
with the εi drawn independently from a t-distribution with 3 degrees of freedom. The standard deviation σ is
known: σ = 1, while θ is unknown.

We were instructed to assume the following prior θ ∼ N(µ0, τ
2
0 ), with µ0 = 1 and τ0 = 1. For this model and

prior there is no simple explisit posterior distribution, and we will therefore resort to Monte Carlo simulations
from the unknown posterior, using three different methods: importance sampling, rejection sampling and
MCMC. In the end we will check our answers with numerical integration.

Lets have a look at the data:
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All three Monte Carlo methods will rely on evaluating the unormalised posterior,

p(θ|y) ∝ p(θ)Ln(θ),

where p(θ) is the prior density and Ln(θ) is the likelihood function for the full dataset. Lets first investigate
this likelihood.

2 Likelihood

As usual (with independent data), the likelihood is defined as,

Ln(θ) =
n∏

i=1
f(yi|θ),

where f(yi|θ) is the data density. Here f(yi|θ) = g3((yi − θ)
√

3/σ)
√

3/σ with g3(·) the density function of a
t-distribution with 3 degrees of freedom.

Make sure that you understand why f(yi|θ) is defined as above!

Now we can compute the full likelihood for the data. Below you find an R-function for evaluation the
log-likelihood for a range of θ values.
llikn <- function(theta,yy,sigma=1){

m <- length(theta)
lln <- rep(NA,m)
for (i in 1:m){

lln[i] <- sum(log(dt((yy-theta[i])*sqrt(3)/sigma,df=3)) + log(sqrt(3)/sigma))
}
return(lln)

}

tval <- seq(1,3,length=100)
plot(tval,llikn(tval,yy),type="l", main="",xlab=expression(theta),ylab="log-likelihood")
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From the plot above, we could read off the maximum likelihood estimate for θ if we were interested in that
(we see that it is approximately 2). The MLE and the observed information can be used in a lazy Bayes
approximation to the posterior (and we will use it at the end of the document).

3 Importance sampling

We sample from an approximate density g(θ) = N(0, 3) (but other choices are fine too), and compute weights
for each sample. The weighted samples are used in the computation of various integrals of interest.
sim <- 10^5
ttp <- rnorm(sim,0,3) ## approx density g(theta)
weights <- exp(log(dnorm(ttp,mu0,tau0)) + llikn(ttp,yy)

- log(dnorm(ttp,0,3)))
wwn <- weights/sum(weights)

eEst <- sum(ttp*wwn)
sdEst <- sqrt(sum(ttp^2*wwn)-eEst^2)
qEst <- sum((ttp > 1.79 & ttp < 2.26)*wwn) #The coverage of a given interval.

We estimate the approximate posterior mean as 2.028, the posterior standard deviation as 0.142 and the
coverage of a certain interval [1.79;2.26] as 0.899.

4 Rejection sampling

We sample from an approximate density g(θ) = N(0, 3) (but other choices are fine too), but accept only a
part of the samples. The acceptance probability for each sample is given by the ratio of the unormalised
posterior and the approximate density, divided by some constant M. Here the constant M is chosen as an
extremely small number since the maximum of p(θ)Ln(θ)/g(θ) was very small. We can look at the histogram
of samples (approximating the posterior density), and compute the quantities of interest.
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ratio <- function(theta){
exp(log(dnorm(theta,mu0,tau0)) + llikn(theta,yy)

- log(dnorm(theta,0,3)))
}
max(ratio(tval))

## [1] 1.117708e-07

Mm <- max(ratio(tval))
sim <- 10^5
ttp <- rnorm(sim,0,3) ## approx density g(theta)
probs <- ratio(ttp)/Mm
keep <- runif(sim) <= probs
tts2 <- ttp[keep]

hist(tts2,main="")
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e2 <- mean(tts2)
s2 <- sd(tts2)
pi2 <- quantile(tts2,c(0.05,0.95))

We estimate the approximate posterior mean as 2.028, the posterior standard deviation as 0.143 and the a 90
% interval as [1.793, 2.266].

5 MCMC

We construct a Metropolis MCMC. I have used the proposal distribution q(θ∗|θi) ∼ U(θi − 0.5, θi + 0.5), but
many other choices are possible. I generate 105 samples, but keep only the second half. We can look at the
histogram of samples (approximating the posterior density), and compute the quantities of interest.

Make sure that you understand the computation of acceptance probabilities.
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sim <- 10^5
ttsim <- rep(NA,sim)
aprob <- rep(NA,sim)
ttsim[1] <- 0

for (i in 2:sim){
ttprop <- ttsim[i-1] + runif(1,-0.5,0.5)
aprob[i] <- min(1,exp(log(dnorm(ttprop,mu0,tau0)) + llikn(ttprop,yy)

-log(dnorm(ttsim[i-1],mu0,tau0)) - llikn(ttsim[i-1],yy)) )
keep <- runif(1) <= aprob[i]
ttsim[i] <- keep*ttprop + (1-keep)*ttsim[i-1]

}

mean(aprob,na.rm=T)

## [1] 0.4317797

tts3 <- ttsim[(sim/2):sim]

hist(tts3,main="")
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e3 <- mean(tts3)
s3 <- sd(tts3)
pi3 <- quantile(tts3,c(0.05,0.95))

The overall acceptance probability was 0.432, which seems alright. We estimate the approximate posterior
mean as 2.027, the posterior standard deviation as 0.141 and the a 90 % interval as [1.795, 2.261].

6 Numerical integration

Here (in this one dimentional case) we can check our results with numerical integration methods. Note, that
I have multiplied the unormalised posterior with some large number (107). This is meant to guard against a
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large relative error in the numerical integration (this is often unnecessary, but proved fruitful in this case).

Make sure that you understand the code below.
upost <- function(theta, yy){

10^7*exp(log(dnorm(theta,mu0,tau0)) + llikn(theta,yy))
}
constant <- integrate(upost,-Inf,Inf,yy=yy)

plot(tval,upost(tval,yy=yy)/constant$value,type="l")
hist(tts3,add=T,freq=F) #samples from MCMC
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expost <- function(theta, yy){
theta*10^7*exp(log(dnorm(theta,mu0,tau0)) + llikn(theta,yy))

}
enum <- integrate(expost,-Inf,Inf,yy=yy)$value/constant$value

vvpost <- function(theta, yy){
theta^2*10^7*exp(log(dnorm(theta,mu0,tau0)) + llikn(theta,yy))

}
snum <- sqrt(integrate(vvpost,-Inf,Inf,yy=yy)$value/constant$value-enum^2)

In the figure above, we display the posterior density computed with a normalising constant from numerical
integration, alongside a histogram of samples from the MCMC (above). We see that they seem to be very
similar. We estimate the approximate posterior mean as 2.027 and the posterior standard deviation as 0.141.

7 Lazy Bayes

Finally, I use the lazy Bayes strategy. When n is large enough (what is ‘enough’ will be different from case
to case), we can approximate the posterior with a normal distribution, centered at the MLE and with a
covariance matrix equal to the inverse of the observed information (the hessian matrix). In practice and very
generally, we can obtain the MLE and the hessian matrix from our favourite optimiser in R. See below.
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It is practical to work with the negative log-likelihood, which is minized at the MLE.
mlln <- function(theta,yy){

-llikn(theta,yy)
}
cc <- nlm(mlln,1,yy=yy,hessian=T)

lazyB <- dnorm(tval,cc$estimate,sqrt(solve(cc$hessian)))

Our lazy Bayes estimates are 2.047 for the posterior mean and 0.141 for the posterior standard deviation.

Below I display the estimated posterior density with four different strategies: numerical integration (in black),
lazy Bayes (in green), MCMC samples (in red) and samples from Rejection sampling (in blue). The four
curves are in good agreement.
plot(tval,upost(tval,yy=yy)/constant$value,type="l",main="",

ylab="posterior density", xlab=expression(theta),lwd=2) #numerical int
lines(tval,lazyB,col="green",lwd=2,lty=2) #Lazy Bayes
lines(density(tts3),col="red",lwd=2,lty=3) # MCMC
lines(density(tts2),col="blue",lwd=2,lty=4) #Rejection
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